
PPC Management Checklist

 Campaign Structure:
● Ensure campaigns are organized logically based on products, services, or

themes.
● Use ad groups to group similar keywords and ads together.
● Implement appropriate match types for keywords (broad, phrase, exact).
● Consider creating separate campaigns for different geographic locations,

languages, or devices if necessary.
 Keyword Research:

● Conduct thorough keyword research to identify relevant and
high-performing keywords.

● Use tools like Google Keyword Planner, SEMrush, or Ahrefs to find new
keyword opportunities.

● Regularly review and update keyword lists based on performance and
changes in market trends.

 Ad Copy and Creative:
● Write compelling ad copy that includes relevant keywords and highlights

unique selling propositions.
● A/B test different variations of ad copy to optimize performance.
● Ensure ad creative is visually appealing and relevant to the target

audience.
 Bid Management:

● Set appropriate bids based on keyword performance, competition, and
business goals.

● Utilize bid adjustments for device, location, time of day, etc., to optimize
performance.

● Monitor and adjust bids regularly to maintain competitiveness and achieve
target ROI.

 Quality Score Optimization:
● Improve ad relevance, landing page experience, and expected

click-through rate to increase Quality Scores.
● Regularly review and optimize landing pages to ensure they are relevant

and user-friendly.
 Ad Extensions:



● Utilize ad extensions such as sitelinks, callouts, call extensions, and
structured snippets to enhance ad visibility and provide additional
information to users.

 Negative Keywords:
● Continuously add negative keywords to filter out irrelevant traffic and

improve campaign targeting.
● Regularly review search query reports to identify new negative keyword

opportunities.
 Conversion Tracking:

● Implement conversion tracking to measure the effectiveness of PPC
campaigns.

● Set up goals and events in Google Analytics to track various conversion
actions (e.g., form submissions, purchases).

● Ensure accurate tracking of conversions across all devices and platforms.
 Performance Monitoring and Analysis:

● Regularly monitor key performance metrics such as click-through rate
(CTR), conversion rate, cost per conversion, and return on ad spend
(ROAS).

● Identify underperforming keywords, ads, and campaigns and take
appropriate optimization actions.

● Analyze demographic and geographic data to identify opportunities for
targeting adjustments.

 Competitor Analysis:
● Monitor competitor activity and benchmark performance against industry

competitors.
● Identify competitive keywords, ad strategies, and landing page tactics to

inform your own PPC strategy.
 Budget Management:

● Monitor campaign budgets and adjust allocations based on performance
and business objectives.

● Allocate budget to top-performing campaigns and keywords to maximize
ROI.

 Testing and Experimentation:
● Continuously test different ad copy, landing pages, and targeting

strategies to improve performance.
● Implement A/B tests for ad variations, landing page elements, and bidding

strategies to identify winning combinations.
 Ad Compliance:



● Ensure compliance with ad policies and guidelines set by the advertising
platform (e.g., Google Ads, Microsoft Advertising).

● Regularly review ad content to ensure it meets quality and content
standards.

 Regular Reporting:
● Generate regular reports to track performance against KPIs and

communicate results to stakeholders.
● Include insights, recommendations, and future strategies in reports to

drive decision-making and optimization efforts.


